
Intermediate Waltzing for Country Dancers 
With Tim and Paula, CCDS 2018 
Class 5 – Endings, Review 

 

Concluding Bows, Dips and Spins 

Most waltzes end on the first beat of bar 8 of a phrase (count 4 of a waltz turn).  Usually the music slows 

down right before the end. Here are some ways to conclude a waltz that do not take much preparation: 

1.  “Slide into home place”: Do a half-turn on 1-2-3 (bar 7) followed by a slow side step and draw 

on 4-5-6 (bar 8) 

2. Lead a twirl on 1-2-3 (bar 7) and honor partners with a bow or courtesy on bar 8. For an even 

more impressive ending, the Lead can surprise his partner by going down on one knee as her 

back is turned in the twirl. 

3. Promenade forward on bar 7 and lunge (go down on the outside knee) on bar 8. 

 

With a little more foresight, you can choose one of these moves: 

1.  “Check” on bar 6 (i.e. open up briefly to face LOD, stopping rotation). Then roll the Follow from 

Lead’s right side to left side for a dip on bars 7-8. 

2. Twirl on bar 6 to open waltz position. Hold on bar 7.  Reel the follow in to cuddle position on bar 

8.  Optionally lean (to L). 

3. Twirl on bar 6 to open waltz position. Hold on bar 7. On bar 8, with a “J” hook of the RH, lead 

the Follow to free spin CCW into position in front of the Lead.  She steps LRL, turning about 1½.  

Then he steps side L, she plants RF between his feet, and they dip. (The timing of the spin and 

dip is rather free.) 

4. Crossed-hands Valentino dip – See below. 

 

CROSSED-HANDS VALENTINO DIP 

1) Bar 5: waltz half turn 
2) Bar 6: M stops, releases W in LOD, switches her RH to his RH, & takes LH+LH on top. They both do a 

little “rock-back” on 5 and come forward on 6. 
3) Bar 7: With tug of RH, M leads W to CCW turn under LH+LH (releasing RHs).  M steps L side and 

holds. W steps RF side in front of him, LF close (facing LOD), RF side (facing him). M places his RH on 
her back as she turns. 

4) Bar 8: As W continues to rotate, Lead lowers her into dip across in front of him, supporting her with 
his R arm around her. She supports herself with her R leg and her R arm around his waist or 
shoulder; her L leg is straight.  Joined LHs make window around her head. 

 

Review 

Here are some ideas we hope you will retain from these classes: 

• Good technique is a gift you give your partner. 

• Leads often know lots of variations but have trouble remembering what they know in the midst 

of a dance.  So they end up doing the same few variations over and over.  To overcome this, it is 

helpful to organize what you know into groups of related variations.  In these classes we have 

organized waltz variations according to these positions:  



o Closed 

o Open 

o Cuddle 

o Crossed-Hands (Shadow and Skaters’) 

• On the other hand, you don’t need a lot of variations to dance a satisfying dance.  It’s more 

important to select variations that suit the music and your partner.  Some follows enjoy the 

challenge of following a series of complicated moves, but most prefer simpler or familiar moves 

that give them the chance to dance with style and confidence. When dancing with an unfamiliar 

partner 

o Start with easy variations and move to more complicated ones only when the easier 

ones are successful and you partner seems pleased. 

o Do each variation twice to give your partner an opportunity to dance the move with 

more confidence. 

o Remember that just plain turning waltz, done well, is the best variation of all. 

• An important role for follows is to keep time to the music. However, if you are dancing with 

someone who “marches to a different drummer,” it’s probably better to follow his rhythm 

rather than try to make him stay with the music. 

• Leading and following are all about good non-verbal communication.  The lead plans and 

suggests the moves; the follow interprets and executes the moves.  A good lead communicates 

his intentions clearly without being pushy.  A good follow is ready for anything but anticipates 

nothing. 

• Smile at your partner; be attentive and considerate. Through contact with your partner, you are 

communicating something.  Try to communicate relaxed confidence. 

• When you agree to dance with someone, you are making a short-term commitment to do your 

best to help that person enjoy the dance.  However, that commitment ends when the dance 

ends and you move on to the next partner. 

• The main thing is to have fun.  Dance “rules” are just a means to that end.  Do not use them as a 

way to criticize you partner. 

 

Resources 

Here are a couple of books by friends of ours (available from Amazon.com): 

• Waltzing: A Manual for Dancing and Living, by Richard Powers and Nick Enge, 2013.  

• The Mechanics of Waltz, by Jeanette Watts, 2014. 

 

See Nick Enge’s project www.LibraryOfDance.org for video illustrations of lots of dance moves. 

http://www.libraryofdance.org/

